ClinkIT Solutions makes
adoption, integration, and management
seamless with Azure AD
ABOUT CLINKIT SOLUTIONS:
ClinkIT Solutions is a software services company and a Microsoft Solutions Integrator whose mission is to
provide a full portfolio of premium software engineering and support services for customers from various
niches and to a wide range of industries around the world.
To achieve this, ClinkIT harnesses the power of Microsoft Azure Active Directory interoperability to in executing
its three-pronged approach of modernizing workstations and workflows, protecting against data leaks and
cyber threats, and achieving sustainable and meteoric growth in terms of staff, accounts, and revenue. This
allows ClinkIT Solutions to provide its clients security and confidence in their digital transformation from brand
conception to company strategy across multiple devices and touch points.

WHAT WE OFFER

Make pre-integration with
all your favorite cloud
services a hassle-free
experience, whether it is
with Salesforce, Office
365, or any new system
and platform that is
essential for your
workflow.

Have the security you
deserve so you can
protect your business,
data and employees
from unauthorized
access, thanks to
Azure AD multi-factor
authentication and
conditional access.

Create a seamless
working environment
for users, whether
they’re inside the
office, working
remotely or managing
a hybrid team of
employees.

Promote single sign/on
experience for efficient
onboarding process of
new employees, faster
access to cloud services,
and bolster security
measures within the
organization.

ClinkIT Solutions is in the business of building flawlessly executed IT solutions for
global businesses and crafting technologies that drive organizations to success.
Despite the complexities of running remote teams, ClinkIT Solutions upholds a
strong commitment to consistently deliver beyond customer expectations and
demands.
“We assessed our customers’ needs for
simplified access and self-service features
with guaranteed security and ease of
collaboration – and Microsoft Azure Active
Directory enabled us to deliver our services
with confidence.”
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